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Introduction
As a team of creative individuals, we recognize that cultivating a creative talent is rewarding and hard work.
From creating music to paining, practicing of a craft is an activity that many people enjoy doing, and have a
passion for. In addition, studies have shown that deliberate practice played a significant role in developing
creativity across a wide swatch of domains, and that those incorporating deliberate practice experienced
greater strides in development and performance. With busy schedules and outside pressures, however, many
individuals are unable to actively pursue their creative goals, and improve their craft.
Our team set out to develop a solution that encourages users to deliberately practice their craft (e.g. writing,
painting, musical instruments) -- that is, to cultivate a creative habit. In this project, we studied why people
struggled to keep up practicing their craft, despite their desire to do so. We uncovered the role that structured
assignments played in the three elements that must converge for a behavior to occur: motivation, ability and
trigger[1], and evaluated the effectiveness of an intervention designed to provide structure to deliberate
practices in a field study.

[1] BJ Fogg, “What Causes Behavior Change?’ Available: http://www.behaviormodel.org/, 23 Feb 2018.

1.
Research
Diary Studies and the
Aftermath
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Initial Information Gathering
To begin our field study, our team went out to gather
information about the practices of our product’s potential
users. We recruited a series of four creative individuals with
crafts, asked them to set broad creative goals for
themselves, and then conducted a four-day study of their
processes. Examples of goals were broad, such as “play
Ukulele daily,” or “write daily.” Over the course of the four
days, we gained insights that provided the basis of the design
of our final solution. The structure of our four-day diary
study is as follows.
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Diary Study Structure
Activity

Logging

Every day for four days, each participant would
practice a craft they are interested in cultivating.

We asked the participant to log:
●

whether they completed the goal

Method

●

feelings before and after the activity

Each participant had access to one Google
Document in a folder shared between the
Quinoa team.

●

circumstances the activity took place

●

recordings of their work

Each participant filled in the entry for each day,
at the end of the day.
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Diary Study Template
Please take a moment to reflect on your activity. You may find
these prompts useful but please don’t be constrained. Text,
drawings, photos, record your feelings however you want. :)
We want to know if you have completed your goal...
●
When & Where did your activity take place? How long did
it take you?
Don’t worry if you didn’t complete your goal today (but please do
try to keep up!). Mind explaining what happened?
We want to understand your feelings before v.s. after you complete
your goal...
●
What was your mood today before you started the activity
today? Please briefly explain. (For example, if you were
particularly happy/sad/anxious, what happened?)
●
What motivated you to start the activity today? If you felt
demotivated to start, why?
●
How did you feel after you completed your activity?
Mood? Energy level?

We want to understand the circumstances under which
your activity take place...
●
Were you on a tight schedule for anything?
How do you feel about your schedule /
deadlines?

DAY ONE (1/25 Thursday)
[Participants fill in]
DAY TWO (1/26 Friday)
[Participants fill in]
DAY THREE (1/27 Saturday)
[Participants fill in]
DAY FOUR (1/28 Sunday)
[Participants fill in]
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Diary Study Key Insights
From the completed diary studies, our team was able to develop
a series of insights into what was accountable for participant’s
actions. We were also able to track the progression of individual
participants throughout the study utilizing the tool called
Journey Mapping. With journey mapping, we were able to
clearly visualize touchpoints, pain-points, and emotions of users
over time. A journey map for each participant is available in
Appendix B.
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Sample User Journey Map

User: Tony
Postdoctoral fellow at UCSF
Works ~9 hours a day in lab
Wants to practice creative writing on a regular basis
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Interviews: Key Insights
Overwhelmingly, people lacked motivation to get started.

Amy

“It was so stressful because I had so much other work to do.”
BUSY SCHEDULE BREAKS THE PRACTICE

Tony
&
Yoko

Jihee

“I need an assignment to get started. It is otherwise easy for me to procrastinate. ”
NEED FOR A STRUCTURE

“It was helpful to go through the diary study because it imposed a structure to follow upon my
random guitar practices.”
NEED FOR A STRUCTURE
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2.
Flow and
Interaction
Exploring Design Space
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Developing Mind Mapping, and Brainstorming
We analyzed the diary entries from participants and pulled out repeated
keywords. We visualized the relatedness between each keyword in a
Mind Map. After that, we analyzed the type of each relationship between
the keywords. That is, does one thing mean more of the other? For
example, more presence of feedback results in a positive reinforcement
loop for more skill. We visualized such relationship between keywords in
a System Map, where red arrows represent negative reinforcement loops
and green arrows represent positive reinforcement loops.
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Mind Map & System Map

Busy schedule is a
consistent contributor to
many negative feedback
loops.

Structure emerges as a
(somewhat surprising)
contributor to many positive

feedback loops that lead to
more deliberate practice.
For example:
* structure => increased
priority => motivation =>
more practice => ability to
define more structure for
practice
* structure => sense of
achievement => long-term
goals => more motivation =>
more practice => ability to
define more structure for
practice

Long term goals contribute
to many positive feedback
loops.
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Based off the system
map, we explored design
options that could
potentially enhance
these loops:

Brainstorming
The Solution
How might we intercede
with the user's motivation,
ability, and trigger?

* structure => priority =>
motivation => more practice
=> ability to define more
structure for practice
* presence of community =>
motivation => more practice

We decided to build upon this
idea since it is able to intercede
with all of motivation, ability and
trigger, hence more likely to be
an effective intervention.

We observed the majority
of our participants live in
this zone.

25 Post-it ideas, annotated with which of
motivation, ability, or trigger they provide
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User Storyboard
How we imagined our design would flow and influence user behavior.
Expanding on the Coach Bot idea, we imagined a design that offered opportunistic reminders to user (provided trigger), tracked how much time user was involved in
practice, and interacted with users with the tone of a buddy (provided some motivation).
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Can we make the reminders more effective?
Insight from Diary Study: use structured assignments to prompt the user!
While reminders helping users recognizing opportunities for practice were assumed useful, we realized they were vulnerable to circumstantial changes,
easy to dismiss, and hence did not provide enough motivations.

Improvement: We coupled the simple reminder
system with a web app (Quinoa) for users to create
and track the progress of their plans/schedules for
practicing their craft.
Quinoa allows users to complete a plan in small
steps (“Seeds”) and reminds user of their Seeds based
on their desired times to get reminded.
How might this help:
BEFORE
Practicing craft is not
a priority of the day
(procrastination)
Have no clear clue
what to practice

AFTER (Quinoa users)
Practicing craft is prioritized
(more accountability)
Have clear clue what to
practice (requires less
activation energy)
Increased sense of achievement
Quinoa wireflow
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3.
Field Study
Testing Hypothesis
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Field Study
An important unanswered question:
Would breaking down plans into small
bits actually make it more motivating
for people to practice their craft,
i.e. is it an effective motivator?
In order to study this, we needed to design
a prototype that tested the role having a
plan played in cultivating the habit of
deliberate practice.

Quinoa wireflow (red outline denotes the Field Study focus area)
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The Prototype
Our prototype focused on testing the hypothesis:
Breaking down plans into small bits makes it more
motivating for people to practice their craft.

Create 4-day plan with each participant

SMS reminder in
the morning about
goal of the day

Another SMS message
in the evening asking if
they finished
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The Prototype
Our prototype focused on testing the hypothesis:
Breaking down plans into small bits makes it more
motivating for people to practice their craft.
Since our subject of test was the existence of plans,
we kept our reminders minimal in order to control
its influence on user motivation. Still, we cannot
completely rule out the (good or bad) effect of
reminders took in the study.

Text bot logic
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Participants: Individuals looking to Practice their Craft
We recruited a series of participants that we believed would be a good fit for our product. Each participant had the
desire to accomplish an explicit goal unrelated to their main occupation, and for many people that was an
extracurricular creative endeavor. Among our participants, we had two authors/creative writers, three musicians,
one visual artist, and a poet with the desire to read. With each of the seven participants, we developed a plan with
them to be completed over the course of the four days. Each participant had a specific overarching goal, whether
that was learning a song, or reading a target amount, that was specific to them. Within each day, we worked to
develop immediate, concrete, and more simplistic steps that could be taken each day in order to reach this goal.
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Sample Plans
Goal: Practice creative writing skills. Watch a lecture on
creative writing from the “Great Course” video series
(~0.5 hr) and if time permitted, write a scene for his novel

Goal: Learn guitar for “Dust in the Wind”
Day 1 - Friday
Learn the chords

Day 1 - Thursday: Watch the video “Integrating dialogue
into your story”, and if time permitted, write a scene for
his novel

Day 2 - Saturday
Keep learning the chords

Day 2: Watch the video “Turning a story into a plot”, and
if time permitted, write a scene for his novel

Day 3 - Sunday
Practice with voice (first verse)

Day 3: Watch the video “Plotting with the freytag‘s
period”, and if time permitted, write a scene for his novel

Day 4 - Monday
Practice with voice for both verses
---

Day 4: Watch the video “Adding complexity to the plot”,
and if time permitted, write a scene for his novel
---
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Assumptions
Although the sharing of plans was designed to be a key feature of the Quinoa application,
we focused the key part of the field study on testing the assumption behind the plans whether following a pre-defined plan was likely to encourage an individual to accomplish
their goals. Below, we have included the sample plans from two of our participants.
With a plan developed for each participant, we then moved forward to test out the daily
plan, utilizing the testing prototype described above. Every participant received a series of
daily texts from our intervention, which served to 1) remind the user of their plan,
2) receive feedback on the user’s completion of the plan, and 3) adapt to the
completion/lack thereof of the plan.
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Results

2 2 2 1

Completed
their plan

Completed
Half their plan
(2 days)

Completed
1 day

Completed
zero days
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“If there wasn’t
this plan
installed I could
imagine I’d
procrastinate
forever.”

“Certain goals that aren't
daily goals won't necessarily
happen. People who want
accountability, it would be a
blessing. Some people need
that. But people like me, I'm
gonna do it, but I'm gonna do
it at my timing."

- Tony, Completed Plan

-Sandra, Completed 1 day of Plan
25

Huge Variation between participants
The results of our field study were inconclusive and inconsistent among our
participants. Only two out of seven completed it, and another two out of seven
completed two days (half) of their plans. The plurality did not complete more than
one day of their plan, even if their interviews revealed that they did practice their
craft. Regardless of how individuals reacted to our intervention, our study reveals
that our hypothesis was incorrect, and having a plan did not affect the majority of
participants. Let’s study why.
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Successes
When we designed the study, we did so with
those who succeeded did so because they
desired structure, in post-interviews revealed to
be incredibly disciplined (see text on right).
Those who succeeded had more concrete goals instead of write a character, it was watch
specific video, or learn a specific goal. Tony’s
plan, for example, centered around watching a
series of 30 minute writing lectures. Claudia,
who did not succeed, started with a broader
“read 5 poems” plan.

Q: On a scale of 1-5, rate
yourself based on how often
you usually stick to your
plan?
Tony: 5.
Q: Wow, ok.
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The Rest...
A vast majority of the individuals who took part in our study
did not complete their plans. In the follow-up interviews, they
expressed a variety of reasons that they were compelled to
complete the days that they did, and varying reasons of,
ultimately, why they did not complete their plan.
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The Guilt Factor
Many people felt pressured by the system itself to
accomplish their goal. For the first day, or after
missing a single day of their plan, people were
more likely to keep missing their next goals.
However, after missing a single day, people
realized that were no consequences real in not
maintaining the plan. As a result, people soon
stopped taking the study seriously, and ignored
their plans.

“It created pressure, and maybe
motivates. But maybe [it] makes you
feel like a loser” - Sandra
“[our intervention] made me think
about my goal more, because you’re
guilted into doing this.” -Sandra
“I didn’t want to keep on saying no to
the robot, so I said yes for the day and
determined that I’d do it later.”
-Claudia
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Timing
Throughout the study, we found that people were passionate to practice their
craft - but at their own pace. Instead of following a specific reading plan, for
example, people would read what they wanted. Instead of playing a specific
piece, creatives would play what they desired.
In addition, the time was of message delivery was inefficient. It did not help
individuals prioritize their own craft completion.
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Conclusion
Based on the low completion rates of the plans, it seems that breaking down creative plans into
daily bits is not the most effective in enforcing consistent creative practice. This is seen more in
crafts that require a more active creative process, like painting or writing a novel, than in
activities that are more passive and receptive, like practicing a song or watching lectures. The
two people who completed the activities are Coco, who practiced a keyboard song, and Tony,
who watched lectures every day.
As one of our participants mentioned (Seung Pyo), making something from scratch requires
inspiration and intense focus in a short period of time, and it doesn’t make sense to break it down
artificially to multiple bits and complete it little by little. Seung Pyo said he usually writes a blog
post every week, but rather than writing one-seventh of the piece for seven days of the week, he
sits down one day and writes out the whole thing.
Based on the above observations, a better way to implement Quinoa would be to be more
flexible about the creative schedule - rather than allocating an equal time or amount of work for
each day, it may make more sense to conduct different sorts of the creative process in a more
elastic schedule. Although this wasn’t possible within the fixed frame of the field study, it may
yield better results once it is incorporated.
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Appendix
Interview Transcripts &
Journey Maps
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Appendix A - Diary Study Interview Transcripts

Interviewee: Yoko
UI Engineer at tech startup
Works ~8 hours a day
Wants to practice watercolor painting on a regular basis
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Appendix A - Diary Study Interview Transcripts

Interviewee: Jihee
Student at Stanford taking a gap year in
Japan
Wants to practice guitar on a regular basis
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Appendix A - Diary Study Interview Transcripts

Interviewee: Tony
Postdoctoral fellow at UCSF
Works ~9 hours a day in lab
Wants to practice creative writing on a regular basis
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Appendix A - Diary Study Interview Transcripts

User: Tony
Postdoctoral fellow at UCSF
Works ~9 hours a day in lab
Wants to practice creative writing on a regular basis
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Appendix A - Diary Study Interview Transcripts

User: Tony
Postdoctoral fellow at UCSF
Works ~9 hours a day in lab
Wants to practice creative writing on a regular basis
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Appendix B - Journey Maps

User: Yoko
UI Engineer at tech startup
Works ~8 hours a day
Wants to practice drawing/painting on a regular basis
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Appendix B - Journey Maps

User: Tony
Postdoctoral fellow at UCSF
Works ~9 hours a day in lab
Wants to practice creative writing on a regular basis
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Appendix B - Journey Maps

User: Jihee
Student at Stanford taking a gap year in
Japan
Wants to practice guitar on a regular basis
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Appendix C - Field Study Interview Transcripts

Interviewee: Tony
Postdoctoral fellow at UCSF
Works ~9 hours a day in lab
Wants to practice creative writing on a regular basis
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Appendix C - Field Study Interview Transcripts

Interviewee: Tony
Postdoctoral fellow at UCSF
Works ~9 hours a day in lab
Wants to practice creative writing on a regular basis
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Appendix C - Field Study Interview Transcripts

Interviewee: Coco
Senior UI Engineer at LinkedIn
Works ~8 hours a day
Wants to practice keyboard on a regular basis
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Appendix C - Field Study Interview Transcripts

Interviewee: Seung Pyo
Student at Stanford
Wants to write blogs on a regular basis
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